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HONEYMOON



HONEYMOON NEW FALL ’15!
$300 10 dose contract/$250 | Overrun/$150

Not many boars today are selected off a slatted floor, but that is exactly where I found HONEYMOON. My first 
observation was his toe quality striking the slats, then up to enormous and gigantic big legs. Then I noticed how tall 
shouldered and good looking he is. He has a great boar skull on him, and he cats around in the pen with no effort 
and maintains a super square travel pattern. I guess the only thing I haven’t mentioned is teat quality, muscle, skin 
and hair. All pluses except he is a little lighter pigment than what I prefer. When we priced HONEYMOON we asked 
Joe if we could name him this because Joe has met his match in life with Jamee. I wish the two of them the best, 
and if you all want to meet your match, you may want a HONEYMOON as well. 

IMPECCABLE X (ROYAL FLUSH X BUCK CHERRY 1-6)
Stress Negative | EN 12-1 | Reg# 362645001 | Bred by Joe Eggers

Duroc

AMPLIFY NEW SPRING ’16!
$200 | Overrun/$100

AMPLIFY was purchased off the farm from Joe Eggers. He is also out of the same dam as HONEYMOON, with that, 
AMPLIFY has a similar look. He is tall fronted, square chested, awesome looking, level topped, has a wide behind 
and shows more muscle than his half brother. Without a doubt we feel like this guy will AMPLIFY results in the 
winners circle.

CHALLENGER X (ROYAL FLUSH X BUCK CHERRY 1-6)
Stress Negative | EN 11-1 | Reg# 369108001 | Bred by Joe Eggers

Duroc
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ONE STOP NEW SPRING ’16!
$200 | Overrun/$100

ONE STOP is a purchase off the farm from Tres Amigos. The ANTICIPATION dam was purchased by them from Kyle 
Riggs. The BUCK 1-6 granddam is also the same granddam as in HONEYMOON and AMPLIFY. This will make for some 
interesting breedings. ONE STOP hit me hard for how correct his structure is especially his hip and hind leg along 
with how rugged built he is. I believe this one can make a lot of improvements in the breed simply because of his 
length of hip and angles and flex the way he moves. 

WON’T STOP X (ANTICIPATION X BUCK 1-6)
Stress Negative | EN 22-4 | Reg# 366569004 | Bred by Tres Amigos and Kyle Riggs

Duroc

TRUMP CARD NEW FALL ’15!
$150 | Overrun/$75

I want to thank Marty for allowing us to purchase this masterpiece to place into the stud here in Chalmers. When 
Marty walked this one out of the barn I instantly saw the flawless design of his mother that was shown last summer. 
He is the square-built, good-looking, muscular, heavy-structured animal we are all searching for. TRUMP CARD has 
these same attributes coupled with an unbelievable texture to his skin and hair for a red one. To this day he has not 
been clipped and what a silk smooth coat he has. Do not miss out here! This guy is really good. 

LIGHT ’EM UP X (CHALLENGER X INTEGRITY)
Stress Negative | EN 15-8 | Reg # 364356008 | Bred by Marty Fordice & Family

Duroc
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KING OF QUEENS NEW FALL ’15!
$150 | Overrun/$75

We would like to think we can find some real breeding hogs that can make the future better! When we went to Kent 
Brattain’s in March. We knew this one had to come to Chalmers! Through various offers and the KTB herd mark 
becoming even hotter throughout the year it was a no brainer to get him to Chalmers! This guy has us excited for the 
future! KING OF QUEENS is an extremely stout hog that has the added value of a good look – a hard combination to 
find. This boar is a big-bodied hog that has all the power and genuine muscle you need! This guy is stout, wide, and 
balanced with a look! 

KING OF OUTLAWS X LIL DIRT
Stress Negative | EN 3-3 | Reg# 359662003 | Bred by Kent Brattain & Family 

Duroc

ENERGIZER NEW SPRING ’16!
$150 | Overrun/$75

ENERGIZER is a private treaty purchase from Joe Eggers in spring of 2016! When this tall-fronted, goose-necked, 
stout-skulled hog stepped out of Eggers show barn we knew he was a must own! This one has the possibility to 
take you to the next level in terms of being the next barrow sire! He has real genuine shape working in his skeleton. 
It doesn’t matter if you view this one coming at you with a monster chest, or going with a stout pin set and an 
awesome flare to his lower ham! This one has a barrow back laid in him that is to die for! We think that if you can 
combine bone, a good look, with genuine shape and still be athletic, you are looking at an energized future!

WON’T STOP X CHALLENGER
Stress Negative | EN 15-2 | Reg# 369112002 | Bred by Joe Eggers

Duroc

MOTHER OF ENERGIZER
CHAMPION POINTS,

2014 IOWA JACKPOT CIRCUIT
Shown by Tyler Frasher  
Bred by Andy Platner
Sired by Challenger 

CHAMPION DUROC GILT,
2015 WPX OPEN SHOW

Shown by Jaci Horton  
King of Queens littermate sister    
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IGNITE
$100 | Overrun/$50

IGNITE has us lit up here at Purple Power. This guy looks like a big-time barrow sire. When you study his pedigree, 
it is no wonder why. His sire, INCENTIVE, has two shots of SPECIAL COLLECTION in him, and LIFEBLOOD was out of 
LINE 'EM UP, which was a SPECIAL COLLECTION offspring. The great granddam of IGNITE was also out of SPECIAL 
COLLECTION. FULL SHIFT, PRENUP and TOTALLY AWESOME are all in this guy's pedigree. About IGNITE, he is bigger 
footed, stouter boned and skulled than SPECIAL COLLECTION. He also has more lower butt. His shoulder height is 
awesome. He is wide, square, muscular and super sound. We have not had one that IGNITES us here at Purple Power 
like this one, in quite a while!

INCENTIVE X (LIFEBLOOD X FULL SHIFT X SPECIAL COLLECTION)
Stress Negative | EN 1-1 | Reg# 356758001 | Bred by Blake Danner

Duroc

TRUE IDENTITY NEW FALL ’15!
$100 | Overrun/$50

TRUE IDENTITY is one awesome young herd sire. This guy reads complete and off center as much as any young 
boar can. His complete look is the balance, extension, top line and squareness. The off center is that this guy drapes 
a huge amount of muscle on his skeleton that is flexible, square and extra sound with a beautiful look up front. This 
guy has TRUE IDENTITY.

CARL 15-4 X THE ANSWER • Owned with Marty Fordice & Family and Scott Graf & Family
Stress Negative | EN 82-2 | Reg# 362917002 | Bred by Rodibaugh Genetics 

Duroc

RES. CHAMPION DUROC 
MARKET HOG, 2016 NWSS 

Shown by Taylor Heiser
Bred by Blake Danner

Sired by Ignite
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CHALLENGER
$75 | Overrun/$35

Without question, CHALLENGER was our pick of the Duroc boars at the 2013 STC. It doesn’t matter which end you 
start at – this hog is good! Tall shouldered, long fronted, square to the ground, big ribbed, muscular, heavy structured 
and square toed – all of this with muscle and soundness.

WTX RED JACKET X FULL SHIFT • Owned with Marty Fordice & Family and Rodibaugh, Ind.
Stress Negative | LEA 10.2 | EN 3-1 | Reg# 346044001 | Bred by Norman Farms, Ill.

Duroc

FLASH DRIVE 
$75 | Overrun/$35

FLASH DRIVE was purchased at the 2012 STC, in Louisville. FLASH DRIVE was the different boar at the show. His 
look and design are as good as it gets. His toes are square, joints are clean, teat quality is excellent, and he has a 
clean sheath. His color, skin and hair are right as well. This guy’s widest point is at the ground. He is as ox-like as I 
have seen in a while. Unique, but not perfect – take FLASH DRIVE to those females that have power and use him to 
make them more correct and sound.

RIB CRIB X (BUCK FEVER X DEEP RED) • Owned with Beyers Farms, Ill.
Stress Negative | EN 12-4 | Reg# 334953004 | Bred by Flash Farms, Ind.

Duroc
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UP IN SMOKE NEW SPRING ’16!
$100 | Overrun/$50

This one, for a Berkshire, does so many things right! UP IN SMOKE is a hog that is flawlessly built and can run all 
day! He is massive and square and maintains so much shape over a great big cage! For a Berkshire, all we have to 
say is wow, since we have gotten him home from Duncan in 2016! There he took Reserve Champion honors! Great 
boars come out of great sows and the mother of UP IN SMOKE was the 4th Overall Berkshire Gilt at the 2014 WPX. 

MAIN ATTRACTION X BOOM
Stress Negative | EN 33-3 | Reg# 132750003 | Raised by Marcus Miller and Family

Berk

TARGET PRACTICE NEW FALL ’15!
$75 | Overrun/$35

TARGET PRACTICE was purchased at the 2015 WPX. This guy has good structure by having big feet, square toes, 
and being heavy boned and flexible. His square build, big rib and balance makes for a really complete, correct boar.

GUNSLINGER X CADILLAC
Stress Negative | EN 37-1 | Reg# 130357001 | Raised by Dan Burzlaff

Berk
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RSVP NEW FALL ’15!
$150 | Overrun/$75

RSVP was purchased at the 2015 Indiana State Fair as the Senior Champion. This guy has an awesome look and 
extension up front with great body compensation. His square pin set and lower muscle in his ham make this guy 
unique. When you step away from any angle, he meets you with a design that wins. When you get up close to him 
you will find lots of power and mass. His dam raised a $37,000 boar at Duncan last fall, which to means that mommy 
is doing her job well. Do yourselves a favors do not miss the party at the picture backdrop, make sure you RSVP.

INVITE ONLY X HOOCH
Stress Negative | EN 23-3 | Reg# 577634003 | Bred by Bruce Kaufman

York

MAKE MY DAY NEW FALL ’15!
$100 | Overrun/$50

MAKE MY DAY hit me really hard to breed to one of our sows here in Chalmers. The last time I bought a boar to 
breed to one sow, that boar made a definite impact in that breed. His name is FLASH DRIVE. I am excited to see the 
results of MAKE MY DAY and if I am right, he just might make yours too. This guy is extra good in his squareness 
to ground, muscularity, turn to center rib and perfect length of body and top line. His dam raised a class winner at 
Belton in the last litter and I think this guy is even better. Let’s address the big question, Kane says that there are no 
issues in this guys litter for ruptures and krypts. I am convinced if you use MAKE MY DAY, he will make yours!

EVERY PENNY X FINAL MOVE
Stress Negative | EN 20-3 | Reg# 577121003 | Bred by Kane Causemaker

York
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DRESS TO KILL
$150 | Overrun/$75

DRESS TO KILL has been a special from birth. He is bred to breed on true and honest being HERE AND NOW back 
on his littermate sister. He combines all of the good in that litter of HERE AND NOW’s which was Blake’s Reserve 
Yorkshire Barrow at the 2012 Indiana State Fair Jr. Show. A class winning gilt at the Indiana State Fair Jr. Show, 
Champion Yorkshire Barrow at the White County Fair that ended up being 4th Overall and three other class winners 
at county fairs. Every hog has a fault, and his fault is not being dead perfect at his knee. Other than that, this guy 
is easily the best Yorkshire, and maybe the best hog, we have ever raised. I feel that you can breed to this guy with 
total confidence to make purebreds or crosses. He is special. he is DRESS TO KILL.

HERE AND NOW X (WOW X BIG SPLASH X PROM KING X REALITY CHECK)
Stress Negative | EN 1-3 | Reg# 552487003 | Bred by Blake Danner

York

CHAMPION OVERALL PUREBRED GILT 
& CHAMPION YORK GILT, 2015 NJSS

Sired by DRESS TO KILL

5TH OVERALL GILT 
2015 IND. STATE FAIR JR. SHOW

Sired by DRESS TO KILL

RES. CHAMPION YORK MARKET HOG, 
2015 NBS® JR. CLASSIC
Sired by DRESS TO KILL

RES. CHAMPION YORK BARROW, 
2015 ILL. STATE FAIR JR. SHOW

Sired by DRESS TO KILL
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BOB NEW FALL ’15!
$100 | Overrun/$50

BOB comes from an extremely deep litter of Yorkshires. Several gilts doing well, which include Morgan Cox’s York 
female at the NJSS. A littermate boar sold for $10,000 to Upperhand Genetics. Without a doubt, BOB was the best 
hog in this litter as a young pig.

CHUNK X WOW (SKULL’S LITTERMATE SISTER)
Stress Negative | EN 5-4 | Reg# 571753004 | Bred by DJ Sanders

York

WOW (WALKS ON WATER)
$50 4 doses/$35 | Overrun/$35

WOW could stand for a lot of things, but in this case it’s “WALKS ON WATER.” Sue says we should have named 
him Forrest, as in the movie, because this guy runs everywhere. He did that at the show and still does that when 
you try to photo him. The pictures don’t come close to capturing how this guy looks in person. We photographed 
WOW empty – empty meaning out of feed and water for 24 hours trying to get him to pose for the photo shoot. He 
obviously is super sound. His toes are square, joints and angles are excellent. This guy isn’t the most in all areas, but 
he has more than enough. He has that WOW factor in completeness, attractiveness, cockiness and balance. 

BUCK FIFTY X CANNONBALL • Owned with Rodibaugh Genetics Team, Ind.
Stress Negative | EN 53-4 | Reg# 507553004 | Raised by Thompson Bros., Ohio

York

3RD OVERALL YORKSHIRE GILT, 
2015 NJSS

Littermate sister to Bob
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GOING GREEN
$100 | Overrun/$50

GOING GREEN was the Champion Landrace at Belton in Spring 2015. My thoughts are he was the best boar for his 
breed at the show. He is square, sound, tall shouldered, big ribbed and heavy muscled. He also has the traditional 
ear for a Landrace. Use this one with confidence.

REVOLUTION X GREEN TOP GENERAL • Owned with Kent Brattain, McGrew, Troy Walker
Stress Negative | EN 25-12 | Reg# 12824012

Landrace

RAINY DAY 
$100 | Overrun/$50

RAINY DAY was the Champion Poland Boar at the 2014 Fall Classic. This guy’s pedigree is stacked along with the 
fact that Curt Watson is one of the hottest breeders in the Poland breed, right now. This, coupled with this guy’s 
phenotype, makes RAINY DAY a sure bet. I think RAINY DAY is as square, balanced and correct as you can find. 
Good RAINY DAYS allow for prosperous times in any circle of life.

LIKE NO OTHER X (NOM NOM NOM X BANK NOTE X HOLY COW)
Owned with Andy Pfeiffer, Okla.
Stress Carrier | EN 1-5 | Reg# 4510005 | Bred by Curt Watson, Wis. 

Poland

CHAMPION POLAND BARROW, 
2016 ARIZONA NATIONAL
Shown by Garrison Starka 

Bred by Kent Brattain & Family 
Sired by Rainy Day

CHAMPION POLAND BARROW, 
2016 NWSS

Shown by Garrison Starka 
Bred by Kent Brattain & Family

Sired by Rainy Day 

RESERVE LANDRACE BARROW, 
2016 NWSS

Shown by Kevin Remington
Bred by McCoy Genetics

Sired by Going Green
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OTIS NEW SPRING ’16!
$150 | Overrun/$75

“This one is a special creature. This is the most unique one I’ve ever been around. For one, he is tall fronted and 
extended from his blade forward. He is massive and moderate from there, back. He is square and true coming at 
you where many today are not. Yet his best view is when he leaves you, he is able to carry an extreme amount of 
muscle on a nearly perfect hind leg, wide and square all the way to the ground, never outside of himself, and still 
has the ability to reach, plant, push and drive out of that hind leg, in a awesome fashion. Thank you Chris, Blake 
and Susan for trusting the program and coming to Iowa, visiting the real Otis Goatis, and buying a great set of boars 
including Otis” — Joe Eggers

U-TURN X (JUST IN TIME X HIGH TIME)
EN __ | Reg# __ | Bred by Joe Eggers

Chester

ZWEI NEW FALL ’15!
$100 | Overrun/$50

Talk about a unique creature for his breed! Thank you, Russell Kneese, for letting us purchase this awesome hog. 
This one is stout headed, long necked and tall fronted. Talk about being Mr. Sexy! You follow that back with one that 
is big backed with a ditch for a groove! He holds this over a bold, sprung-open rib. His back 1/3 is impeccable. Great 
set to his hip, which allows him to use his hind leg; while still being stout and wide with a robust skeleton. This guy 
Is unique.

EIN X (BIG RIG X DAKOTA X VENDETTA) • Owned with Schminke Genetics & Russell Kneese 
EN 47-4 | Reg# 147193004 | Bred by Russell Kneese, Texas

Chester
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PUNCH LINE
$100 | Overrun/$50

This guy comes out of an extremely deep, winning pedigree. His dam was Champion Bred-and-Owned, Reserve 
Champion Chester Gilt and 5th-Overall at the 2013 Team Purebred summer show. A littermate was Reserve Champion 
Chester Gilt and 4th-Overall at the 2013 WPX. She also was Champion and High-Selling in the open show. The 
granddam was Champion at the 2011 NBS®, and she was also high-selling. Now let’s talk about PUNCH LINE. This 
picture was taken at just shy of four months of age. He has attributes that most Chesters need. I don’t need to make 
a long description here – come see PUNCH LINE in person and let him speak for himself. 

SNAP CHAT X (NORTHBOUND X OUT COLD)
EN 11-2 | Reg# 146362002 | Bred by Blake Danner

Chester

RELOAD NEW SPRING ’16!
$100 | Overrun/$50

BLIZZARD X CHANGING LANES • Owned with Russell Kneese
EN 34-2 | Reg# 148110002 | Bred by Rasmussen Swine Farms

Chester

Photo
COMING SOON

4TH OVERALL GILT, 2013 TEAM 
PUREBRED JR SHOW

Shown by Blake Danner
Punchline’s mom

5TH OVERALL TEAM 
PUREBRED GILT, 
’13 WPX JR SHOW
RES. CHESTER GILT & 
CHAMPION CHESTER GILT, 
’13 WPX OPEN SHOW
Shown by Marlie Farris
Punchine’s littermate sister

Check our website for details.
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NEW
BOARS!

• $7,500 off-the-farm Chester White 
purchase from Schminke

• $18,000 Champion Chester 
White Boar at Belton

• Res. Champion Hampshire Boar from 
Belton owned with Rodibaughs

• Youngest classs-winning Yorkshire 
boar owned with Lorenzen Farms 
and Sanders Showpigs

FIELD OF
2016
Sift & Sale

Futurity Show

SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 2016
Tippecanoe Co. Fairgrounds 

• Lafayette, Ind.
NSR Rep: Mike Paul 765.427.2692

MONDAY, MAY 30, 2016
Tippecanoe Co. Fairgrounds 

• Lafayette, Ind.

7 BOAR STUDS • 2 GREAT EVENTS

$50,000
payout for Sift & Futurity

MORE INFORMATION ON ALL PARTICIPATING BOAR STUD WEBSITES

4



RIGHT ROUND
$150 | Overrun/$75

RIGHT ROUND is a purchase from Duncan in 2013. Even though he was a baby in the mature show, he was Blake’s 
first choice of all Spot boars there. This guy is extremely square, tall shouldered and balanced. He is muscular in an 
attractive, sound package. Barrows and gilts that look like this will win shows!

TIME CHANGE X (S&L X GRAFFITI)
Stress Carrier | EN 45-4 | Reg# 154156004 | Bred by Norman Brothers, Ill.

Spot

RES. SPOT BARROW,  
2016 PENN. FARM SHOW

Shown by Atalie Winter 
Bred by Ebersole Showpigs, Pa.

Sired by Right Round

3RD OVERALL & CHAMPION 
SPOT, 2015 WIS. STATE FAIR

Shown by Ben Amera 
Bred by Dan Nevel 

Sired by Right Round

GRAND OVERALL GILT,
2015 MINN. STATE FAIR JR. SHOW

Shown by Hunter Bloch
Bred by Zack Schwecke

Sired by Right Round

CHAMPION SPOT BARROW, 
2015 NBS® JR SHOW

Shown by Hunter Mcgraw 
Bred by Don & Deb Kopka

Sired by Right Round

CHAMPION SPOT BARROW, 
2015 WPX JR SHOW

Shown by Blake Danner 
Bred by Neihause & Feldman

Sired by Right Round

3RD OVERALL BARROW & 
CHAMPION SPOT BARROW,  

2015 TEAM PUREBRED  
Shown by Nalaney Guyer

Bred by Carter & Nolan Hoge
Sired by Right Round
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ON THE RUN NEW FALL ’15!
$150 | Overrun/$75

Grand dam is a littermate to ENTOURAGE. Great-granddam was a class winner at the Iowa State Fair Open Show. 
ON THE RUN was purchased at the 2015 WPX. ON THE RUN was purchased to be able to be put back on all the 
great females that have been being bred here at PPBS! This guy is unique in being tall shouldered, good looking and 
monster ribbed, on a running gear that is super flexible! ON THE RUN can fix some soundness issues if he sires the 
way he looks! Muscle, bone, balance and squareness all are really good!

GET LOUD X RADIO ACTIVE
Stress Negative | EN 2-5 | Reg# 157907005 | Bred by August McIntosh & Family

Spot

BOLD STRATEGY NEW FALL ’15!
$100 | Overrun/$50

BOLD STRATEGY was a private-treaty purchase. Thanks to Dustin for letting us know this one was out there. On top 
of the fact that Dustin had seen this guy, I also talked to Shane Brinning, who had also seen this guy at the farm. 
BOLD STRATEGY, being stress-negative, peaked our interest even more. This guy’s feet are huge with front end 
squareness and width. He has boldness to his center rib, which are awesome, and for a negative boar he had above 
average muscle. Couple that with his ability to take long fluid strides out of both ends, makes this guy something 
special.

LISTEN UP X (LIKE NO OTHER X PIRANHA) • Owned with Dustin Feldman
Stress Negative | EN 10-2 | Reg# 158813002 | Raised by Joel Olson

Spot
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SILVER TONGUE
$100 | Overrun/$50

SILVER TONGUE was purchased at the 2014 NSR Fall Classic in Duncan, Okla. SILVER TONGUE is extremely stout 
through his skull, forearm, foot size, bone size, rib and his mass. Combine this with width and squareness from foot 
to the top of his skeleton. SILVER TONGUE has an excellent set and flex to his skeleton as well. Study how long and 
square this guy’s hip is. 

CHANGER X ENTOURAGE
Stress Carrier | EN 9-7 | Reg# 155243007 | Bred by Jeremy Schneider and Family, Okla.

Spot

BOUNCER
$75 | Overrun/$35

Potentially, BOUNCER is the meanest boar we have purchased. I personally love his attitude because he is so 
confident in himself that he thinks he owns the place. This guy is tall shouldered, good looking, square, sound and 
muscular. Showpigs that look like this reach the top of the class frequently.

HIGH LIFE X COLOR ME LUCKY
Stress Carrier | EN 40-2 | Reg# 156147002 | Bred by Jeff Wippel, Ohio

Spot

SIRE OF THE 
$40,000 

HURD BOAR
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ARCTIC BLAST NEW FALL ’15!
$200 | Overrun/$100

ARCTIC BLAST was purchased at the 2015 Indiana Crossbred Classic as a class winner. I know some people 
probably can’t believe we spent $35,000 on a crossbred boar. However, we thought this was the one that needed to 
be here in Chalmers. Others probably are thinking that hell is about to freeze over – no, it is only an ARCTIC BLAST. 
This guy is stout and has an awesome look with it. If you are looking for foot, bone, wide and square with muscle, 
design, balance and that show ring look. He comes from the same sow family as DOUBLE NICKEL, MILE HIGH, 
ANALYZE THIS, CLOSET MONSTER, HUMAN NATURE and the 2012 National Western Champion.

ARCTIC INVASION X (KILLER INSTINCT X TREE SHAKER X SUPER MONSTER)
Stress Negative | Raised By Diamond V Farms

Exotic

FULLY CHARGED NEW SPRING ’16!
$150 | Overrun/$75

This is our pick of the crossbreed boars at the 2015 Fall Classic! FULLY CHARGED is impeccably built with a set of 
big feet and bones – it’s unbelievable! We need to start making hogs built like this one in order to make hogs better! 
Jordan Leatherman will tell you himself that there is not much guess work that this one will generate! His sister was 
4Th Overall and Division 5 Champion at the Arkansas State Fair. His momma is quickly becoming a foundation sow 
at Final Drive Genetics! FULLY CHARGED is a sound, athletic hog that has gotten better every day since he has been 
home! Ones that are square like this from chest to knee to ground or even square hocked are hard to find. Especially 
when they have a square muscle shape! Needless to say this one will be getting heavy use at our house.

NO HESITATION X (CREATURE 63-11 X BEAR)
Stress Negative | Bred by Final Drive Genetics

Exotic
REPLACE IF POSSIBLE
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GIANT PAWS NEW FALL ’15!
$150 | Overrun/$75

This would be one of the most exciting private-treaty purchases we have had! This one offers the unique look with 
so much foot and bone it looks otherworldly good! This one has genuine muscle on a wide square skeleton! I will let 
this guy do his own talking because we feel like this one can make the industry better! We appreciate the business 
the Michel family has offered us! To add on top of this, his mother was the Grand Champion at the Indiana State Fair 
in 2013!

NONSTOP X (SWAGGER X HILLBILLY BONE) 
Stress Negative | Bred by Michael Showpigs

Exotic

R AND D NEW FALL ’15!
$100 | Overrun/$50

ALL WHITE CROSSBREED SOUTHWEST YORKS!
If you want to just make hogs better, look here! This one is extremely tall shouldered and compliments that with a 
great balance from the side with an athletic skeleton! He is true and wide In his skeleton wile maintaining as much 
power and stoutness as you can pack in one! Not to mention a big, round rib with a giant back! Needless to say we 
think he has a bright future.

THE PROPHET X (UNTOUCHABLE X SUPER MONSTER)
Stress Negative | Raised by RW Genetics

Exotic

GRAND CHAMPION GILT 
2013 INDIANA STATE FAIR

Giant Paws dam!
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FIRING SQUAD NEW FALL ’15!
$150 | Overrun/$75

This firm needs no introduction with the amount of good ones they produce! It just happens we bought a boar that 
has the same dam as MONUMENTAL! With all the greatness MONUMENTAL has had we feel like FIRING SQUAD has 
the potential to have even greater achievements than his half brother! Talk about one that pushes all limits but is still 
so complete! That can not be said very often! A stout-featured boar, that comes at you with a big square chest floor, 
follows that back with big stupid back over a giant rib! Then you step behind him and he carries that mass all the 
way through to the lower third of his body! He has all this with a tall fronted, balanced look and an athletic hind leg! 
Needless to say we feel like this one can improve crossbreeds where they need to be better! 

TRIGGER X SUZANNA (TOXIC 23-5 X MOREBODY)
Stress Carrier | Bred by Midwest Genetics

Exotic

TAJ MAHAL NEW FALL ’15!
$100 | Overrun/$50

Not very often do we talk about flaws in a hog. However, this hog has one fault and that is he is not in my show barn 
as a barrow for our state fair. Hogs that are built like this don’t just win county fairs – they win big time! This is a 
stupid sound boar, that offers a freaky square build, coupled with some big legs! Where he really gains his advantage 
is he has an awesome rib shape! He also has more than enough muscle to play big time. Two words to describe this 
one are balanced and athletic! If you can’t tell, we are kind of high on this one, and there are a lot of reasons we 
should be!

HILLBILLY HILTON X B57 X REDBONE X HILLBILLY BONE X SOUNDSYSTEM
Stress Negative | Bred by Swanson (4K farms) | Raised by Blake Danner

Exotic
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CAUGHT NAPPING NEW FALL ’15!
$100 | Overrun/$50

Exciting new purchases from the 2015 WPX! We have learned that through the years some of the least expensive 
ones breed on just as good or even better as the high dollar ones! CAUGHT NAPPING gets his name because various 
amount of people said they were going to try to buy this hog but were CAUGHT NAPPING! Make a front third like 
this that is so bold in their chest floor, yet still extended in their head and neck with a stout skull! What is even more 
impressive, when you get on top of him, he has a big back that sits on big feet and bone work! When you step right 
behind him he has the show barrow deluxe with a big stout pin set that allows him to drop deep in his crotch! Add 
this with being a sound, flexible boar that stays so freaky square in his build with a balance from the side!

TRIGGER X LIMITLESS 
Stress Negative | Bred by Greg Thompson and Family

Exotic

STACKED DECK NEW FALL ’15!
$100 | Overrun/$50

STACKED DECK is a boar that is really complete and one that is hard to make. STACKED DECK is not a real 
moderate hog, not big either, but is really square, sound and functional. STACKED DECK has a really good look with 
a tremendous turn to his center rib and is muscular. Gary and Tonya have said that STACKED DECK has been special 
from day one and that he will get heavy use there. I am writing this two and a half weeks after getting him here in 
Chalmers and wow, he looks incredible. This guy has what it takes. Yes, we STACKED DECK. 

DUECES X (BIG MOTOR X HIGH LIFE X GREETER X BEEF CAKE)
Stress Negative | Raised by Gary Fender

Exotic
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MOUNTAIN TIME $100 | Overrun/$50

MOUNTAIN TIME was a class winner at the 2013 
Crossbred Classic. This guy’s feet are big and square, 
his bone work is big and flexible. He is a square-made 
boar that travels with ease. He comes in a little bit more 
moderate package with really good muscle. Nathan Ray 
said this was the most anticipated litter for the 2013 
winter group. All five gilts are retained to become sows. 
His dam is a gilt herself and maternal granddam is the 
best generator ever to be at Ray Show Pigs. She raised 
the Reserve Grand Commercial Gilt at the 2012 Iowa State 
Fair and Champion Lightweight Dark Cross at the 2012 San 
Antonio Stock Show, plus numerous other winners.

MOUNTAIN MAN X 9 TO 5 • Owned with Fender Club Pigs, Ohio
Stress Negative | BF 0.6 | LEA 9.5 | Bred by Ray Show Pigs, Ill.

Exotic

SUPER GOOD $75 | Overrun/$50

SUPER GOOD is our 
exciting purchase from 
Mark Gray at the 2014 
Crossbred Classic. This 
boar makes hogs with 
the X-factor. His is 
big legged and caged, 
great looking and 
awesome structured. 
He passes this off 
to his offspring. He 
makes great litters of 
pigs!

AS GOOD AS IT GETS X SUPERMONSTER
Stress Negative | BF .78 | LEA 9.2 | Bred by Mark Gray, Okla.

Exotic

SWEET EMOTIONS $50 | Overrun/$35

SWEET EMOTIONS was purchased at Duncan in 2012 and 
was named second in Class 5. SWEET EMOTIONS was one 
of the truly square, super-sound, big-ribbed, well-designed 
boars of the show. AJ believed in him enough that he had 
several females already bred to him for his 2013 spring 
crop. All reports from those that have seen him at the farm, 
said he was incredible as a fresh hog and knew he was a 
boar that had lost just a little zip. I think we need to make 
hogs sounder and squarer, and he fits this bill. His sire had 
a great summer siring winners across the country.

SWEET TOOTH X TOXIC 28-3
Stress Negative | BF: .97 | LEA: 11.1 | Bred by AJ Lewis, Iowa

Exotic

CHAMPION DIVISION 1 CROSS, 
2015 IND. STATE FAIR JR SHOW

Shown by Blake Danner 
Bred by Gerot Showpigs

Sired by Super Good 
Purchased  from the  
Field Of Dreams Sale
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SHIPPING
• Semen will be shipped UPS next day air, 

unless otherwise stated
• Saturday delivery is available for an 

additional $16 charge
• No semen can be shipped on SATURDAY 

OR SUNDAY.

PAYMENT
• We accept 

 

• An $12.50 charge for COD

BREEDING CERTIFICATES 
Duroc, Hampshire, Landrace, Yorkshire
Berkshire, Chester, Poland and Spot: $30
No breeding certificates will be issued without 
prepayment or credit card.

OVERRUN SEMEN
Available Noon ET.
Check our website for updated pricing.

CANCELLATION POLICY
All cancellations must be made  
before 9 a.m. ET.
COLLECTION DAYS
Sunday night and Wednesday night. Semen 
is available for pickup LATE in the evening. 
Semen can not be shipped until Monday and 
Thursday.
 
WE DO OFFER SUPPLIES: 
Spirettes (Pkg 5) ................. $3
Lube ................................... $5
Boar Spray ......................... $15 

Office: 219-984-5140 • 219-984-5124

Chris Danner/Owner: 765-414-1161 • chris@purplepowerboarstud.com

Susan Danner/Owner: 765-414-1107 • shannon-danner@hotmail.com

Blake Danner/Showpig Sales: 765-414-0280

Physical Address: 5011 South 75 West • Chalmers, IN 47929

C.O.D.

Purple Power Boar Stud’s goal is to breed one sow 
at a time; however, we cannot control the conditions 
under which the semen is used or the techniques 
used in application and, therefore, make no warranties 
or representations beyond those made expressly 
herein. Purple Power warrants that the product sold 
is of exceptional quality and viability when it leaves 
our office. Purple Power makes no other guarantees, 
warranties or representations, either written or oral, 
expressed or implied. Purple Power also does not make 
any guarantee concerning conception rates, breed 
purity of sires, liability of semen or health of the product. 
In the unfortunate event that any of our product is 
damaged in shipment or prove to be defective, damages 
resulting from their use shall be limited to purchase 
value of the semen. In no event shall Purple Power be 
liable for consequential or incidental damages.

BREED SPECIFIC SEMEN*
DUROC • CHESTER • SPOT

YORKSHIRE • EXOTIC
Tell us the breed you need, and we’ll do our best to 

give you the best genetics available at the end of that 
collection day. Breed specific pricing is as follows: 

2-9 doses: $25/dose
10-19/dose: $20
20+/dose: $15

Must be ordered based on availability.
*Only on breeds listed
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